Dear SCUC ISD Parents and Students:

Due to the challenges surrounding Covid-19, The University Interscholastic League (UIL) and SCUC ISD have worked to adjust our processes for UIL Pre-Participation Physical Evaluations (PPE). UIL has recently modified their policy. As of 5-1-2020, UIL’s new policy states:

“Any participant in athletics or marching band, in any grade level, who has NOT previously completed a Pre-Participation Physical Evaluation (PPE), and been cleared for participation, will be required to complete the Medical History Form, as well as a PPE prior to participation in any UIL practices, games, performances, or matches. “

In SCUC, school board policy that requires all athletes and marching band participants to have receive a PPE every year was suspended on May 19th, 2020 to reflect UIL’s new policy for the 20-21 school year. IF YOU PARTICIPATED IN UIL ATHLETICS OR MARCHING BAND IN 19-20 AND HAVE A CLEAR 20-21 MEDICAL HISTORY FORM, YOU WILL NOT NEED A NEW PPE.

ALL students participating in UIL marching band and/or UIL athletic activities will need to complete the online forms at https://www.rankonesport.com/content/.

The “how to” for getting to the online forms is at https://www.scuc.txed.net/Page/30810.

Medical history and physical forms are here https://www.scuc.txed.net/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=53748&dataid=105336&FileName=2020%20pre%20phy%20form.pdf

One of the anticipated challenges of PPE’s is the limited number of medical facilities that may have the capacity to handle the large numbers of students needing a PPE during this unique time. A PPE provider for our community is Schertz Emergency 24 Hour Clinic, 4825 FM 3009(Next to Bush’s Chicken). Schertz Emergency 24 Hour Clinic has committed to providing a low cost PPE and donating those funds to our district. As a district, we are currently looking into the possibility of a “mass physical” date. If we are able to have one, it will likely be late in the summer.
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Director of Athletics, PE, and Health
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